TRAINING FOR
VOLUNTEERS

BRIEFINTRODUCTION
Universiade Winter Games 2011 was realized in Turkey with a large participation from all
around the world. In total 2500 volunteers worked in this big event.
An orientation training was held for the volunteers regarding technical and logistic
information and the tasks of thevolunteers.
VOLUNTEERSNEEDTOBETRAINED FORSOME CERTAINSKILLSTOWORKIN AN
INTERCULTURALEVENT,IN ATEAM, UNDERSTRESS,ON INTENSIVE COMMUNICATION,
DELAING WITH RISKS, CONFLICTS ANDCRICIS.
Beside this, a training that focused on the social skills of the volunteers, was held for
preparing the volunteers as they will work in an intercultural environment as ateam.
DeM International, which is an international training institution, provided the training for
the volunteers. Whole training lasted one month with20 well experienced trainers.

TRAINING PROGRAMME
A three days training programme was given to each 30 people.
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DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY1
LET’S KNOWEACHOTHER & GROUPDYNAMICS
First day morning session started with some name games and group dynamics games. Those group
dynamics games helped participants to feel more comfortable inside the group and be more active in next
3 days learning process.

TEAM BUILDING PROCESS

TEAMWORK
After the dynamic was increased among the group, a
Team Work Simulation was implemented where the
participants had an artificial experience on team work
and formation process of the teams. Hence the
awareness on team work increased among the
volunteer to develop their skills necessary during the
voluntary work in the WinterGames.
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DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY1
COMMUNICATION & BODYLANGUAGE
After coffee break, participants had some communication exercises to simulate face to face and telephone
communication. These learning games gave a live example to participants that how the messages are being
lost during the communication process and how to deal withthis situation.
After the communication exercises and theoretical inputs, a detailed introduction was made about body
language and how to use this language in multi-cultural environments.

DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY1
VOLUNTARISM
The overall aim of this session was to make participant thing about the concept of voluntarism and what
they understand from it. It was so important to discuss voluntarism with the volunteers because a big
majority of the volunteers had an emotional relation between themselves and the voluntary work. And this
might cause some risks since the volunteers would think and react emotionally in possible conflict and
crisis situations which would damage the quality of the whole work. That’s why this session was started
with discussions and brain storming where the participants gained a more rationale approach on
voluntarism in the frame ofrights and responsibilities.
SUPERVOLUNTEER!
In the second part of the session the
participants asked to create a super
volunteer character with all necessary skills
and knowledge that he/she should has. By
this group work, participants had the
chance to see the competences that they
need to have and focus during the
voluntary work in WinterGames.

'

DETAILED PROGRAMME – DAY2
The main aim of the second day was increasing the awareness of the volunteers about interculturality
and developing their skills how to work and communicate with differentcultures.

IDENTITY& CULTURE
In the morning; some exercises were run to make
participants understand more about their identity
and how it forms their cultures and how culture
influences the attitudes and the norms of the
individuals.
“For rising awareness about different cultures,
participants need to first understand themselves.
Because social (outsider) awareness is only
possiblewith first self awareness.”

DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY2
STEREOTYPES& PREJUDICES
In the afternoon of the second day, first session started with a well designed training simulation where
participants could see the relations among stereotypes, prejudices and discrimination.
A case study was done by the participants to experience how to deal with the different understandings and
values among a group. This was also a real example that volunteers could refer to the possible challenges
that they would face during the WinterGames.

Violence
AQUOTE FROM APARTICIPANT’S EVALUATION FORM
“I have learned that I have to focus on the window
while I am looking through the window. I have
learned what forms mywindow…”
15.01.2011
Training of Volunteers Universiade Winter Games

Discrimination
Prejudices
Stereotypes

DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY3
CONFLICTMANAGEMENT
Third and the last day morning started with Conflict Management to rise awareness among the volunteers
about potential conflict situations regarding with the voluntary team work during Winter Games. For this a
Conflict Simulation was run where participants could see the each step of a conflict process and how to
manage this process for avoiding destructive conflict and damaging the success of the Winter Games.
RISKASSESSMENT
After the coffee break, the participants had done some
exercises to understand better and work on risk assessment.
Referring the exercises that they had done, participants also
made a risk analysis on Universiade Winter Games.

DETAILED PROGRAMME– DAY3
CRISISMANAGEMENT
Afternoon session was about crisis management. Forum Theatre Techniques (by Augusto Boal) was used to
portray some possible crisis cases. By this way participants had chance to try themselves to solve the crisis
by acting on the stage. This both raised awareness of participants and also developed their skills.
STRESSMANAGEMENT
In the last session participants had a
detailed presentation about stress
management including definition of
stress in the frame of biological and
sociological aspects and ways of
managing with the stress situations.
The participants will definitely have
to work under stress during the
Winter Games; so this session was so
helpful for the volunteers to deal
with the challenges of the stress in
their work.
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COORDINATOR

In total 20 well experienced trainers worked during the
Training of Volunteers.

M. VolkanMUDERRISOGLU
Non Formal Education Expert

All those trainers are member of the poolsof;
European Commission
Council of Europe
NationalAgencies

SUPERVISORS

Beside these trainers, one coordinator
four supervisor trainer worked in the team:

TugbaÇANSALİ
Youth Works Expert
and

Mustafa ERDOGAN
Intercultural Dialogue Expert
Hilal YUKARKİ
Psychology & Conflict Management Expert
Necmettin YEMİS
Volunteer Management Expert
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